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Abstract: PlanetLab provides a global scale environment for network research. It consists of
numerous controllable computer nodes. However, due to that these nodes are deployed in various
network domains, there exist experimental issues, regarding network latency, resource utilization,
and unpredictable behaviors of nodes. Experimenters need to pay much attention to manually ad-
justing their selected nodes during the whole experimental process. PLACS is a novel tool system
based on PlanetLab, composed of node selection and node management. It can intelligently and au-
tomatically coordinate the involved elements, including PlanetLab nodes, experimental programs and
experimenter requirements. In this article, the corresponding mechanism functionalities and imple-
mentation designs for development are presented.
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1. Introduction

Much attention has been put on the research and development of new future
network services. To obtain reliable and relevant experimental results requires a
worldwide platform of the network system to be as close to real-world as possible.
For this, many research groups adopt PlanetLab [1].

PlanetLab is a group of computers available as a testbed for computer network-
ing and distributed systems research. It was established in 2002, and as of March
2009, was composed of 913 nodes at 460 sites worldwide [2]. Due to the high num-
ber of participating nodes, it is cumbersome to manually manage these computers
to be involved in distributed experiments, i. e., distributed storage, network map-
ping, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems, distributed hash tables, and query processing. In
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order to improve the experimental efficiency of PlanetLab, we have developed an
automatic control system, called PlanetLab Automatic Control System (PLACS). It
provides novel mechanisms to intelligently select suitable nodes to satisfy distinct
experimental requirements. Besides, PLACS can automatically manage involved
experimental elements and coordinate their interactions, e. g., PlanetLab nodes, ex-
ecutable programs, experimental requirements.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a overview of PLACS. Related work is
addressed in Section 2. Section 3 represent the major mechanisms of PLACS, node
selection and node management. Their corresponding implementation designs for
future development are also represented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 6.

2. Related work

Currently, PlanetLab consists of more than 1000 nodes from different con-
tinents. PlanetLab Central (PLC) provides detailed information about these
nodes for potential management, i. e., host name, hardware resource informa-
tion, TCP connectivity, graphical illustration of locations, convenient interfaces for
adding/removing nodes. To obtain suitable nodes for dedicated experiments, exper-
imenters are forced to evaluate the characteristics of every PlanetLab node. Due to
this, tools have been developed to simply this evaluation process, e. g., pShell [3],
CoDeeN [4] [5] [11]. The pShell is a Linux shell and works as a command center
at the local machine. It provides a few basic commands to interact with Planet-
lab nodes. However, for pShell users, they still need to manually select suitable
nodes. In CoDeeN, several PlanetLab nodes are adopted as proxy servers. They
behave both as request redirectors and server surrogates. Each node operates inde-
pendently, from node selection to forwarding logic [8]. They can exchange health
information about nodes based on periodic heartbeat communications with each
other. However, CoDeeN lacks centralized coordinations for experimenters. It can
not be used to cope with interactions between PlanetLab nodes and experiments.
For instance, if a node becomes disconnected from the network, the behavior of
programs running on it will become uncontrollable.

Regarding carrying out actual experiments, tools are available for managing
selected nodes and experimental files, e. g., PlMan [6], AppManager [7]. They
provide command interfaces for experimenters, i. e., deploying files, monitoring
status of nodes, starting or stopping programs on selected nodes. For distributing
large files, CoBlitz [9] and CoDeploy [10] are available. Both use the same in-
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frastructure for transferring data, which is layered on top of the CoDeeN content
distribution network [8] [11]. However, these tools focus on individual tasks on
PlanetLab nodes, e. g., copying/deleting files, starting/stopping programs. They do
not provided a effective solution to automatically perform multistep serial tasks,
composed of these individual ones. For example, when experimenters have used
these tools for distribution, they still need to manually start or stop executable pro-
grams on selected nodes.

Furthermore, in previous experiments, we found fluctuations related to Planet-
Lab node characteristics. This experiment is regarding the evaluation of BitTorrent
Extensions for Streaming (BiTES) [12] and started from August 22, 2009 until
Septemper 22. Five different scenarios were carried out. Each of these scenarios
were run 15 times and each run utilized around 100 PlanetLab nodes. More than
900 PlanetLab nodes were manually tested for availability. From this daunting but
important work, several negative characteristics of the node in PlanetLab were ob-
tained. These are:

• Connectivity fluctuation: Every PlanetLab node may become disconnected from
the network. Un-connectable nodes can not be operated by experimenters, until
they recover being connectable.

• Bandwidth fluctuation: Some nodes are provided by the same research group
and deployed in the same local network domain. If all these nodes are involved
in the same experiment, they may become competitors with each other for the
local bandwidth allocation. This is important as there exists an automatic band-
width limitation for all nodes in PlanetLab, e. g., 10 Gigabytes (GB) per node
per day for uploading.

• Latency fluctuation: If the network latency of nodes is evaluated from different
network domains, result values may be different. Such multiple latency refer-
ences may lead experimenters to a conflicting view for choosing suitable nodes.

• Utilization fluctuation: Nodes in PlanetLab are not exclusive for a single exper-
iment. They can be simultaneously used by different experiments. This coexis-
tence leads to competition of hardware resources on the same node. Thus, the
performance of the different experiments may be interfered by each other.

Since PlanetLab is running on the top of the public internet, the above men-
tioned fluctuations are expected. Although PLC and some tools provide detailed
information of node characteristics, experimenters still need to manually analyze
them. To address these issues, we propose PLACS to provide a series of novel
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mechanisms to solve the above mentioned problems. According to the experimen-
tal requirements, PLACS intelligently and automatically selects suitable nodes and
manages them to carry out experiments. This means that experimenters can focus
less on manual operation of PlanetLab nodes and concentrate on developing their
experiments. The following two sections describe the major mechanisms of PLACS
and corresponding implementation designs.

3. Mechanisms

We classify the major mechanism of PLACS as node selection and node man-
agement. The role of node selection is to intelligently select out of suitable Plan-
etLab nodes, according to experimental requirements. Then, node management is
used to automatically manage selected nodes to carry out experiments.

3.1. Node selection

Several basic node characteristics can be collected by using interfaces pro-
vided by PLC or other relevant tools, i. e., host name, geographical location, re-
search group. This information will be recorded by the Central Controller (CC) of
PLACS for system initialization. We propose to use the CC to directly evaluate
node connectivity and resource utilization, e. g., CPU utilization, Memory utiliza-
tion, Hard Disk utilization. Besides, constraints for desired nodes should be given
by experimenters, e. g., allowable maximum network latency and CPU utilization.
Undesirable nodes will be eliminated by PLACS.

Because deployment locations of PlanetLab nodes can not be changed by ex-
perimenters, the latency fluctuation is difficult to be avoided. We propose to deploy
additional computers, called Assistant Agents (AAs), to obtain accurate latency in-
formation. These AAs will be deployed in different geographical network domains,
e. g., Europe, Asian, America. As shown in Fig. 1, AAs can respectively perform
latency evaluations for the same destination node, e. g., ping command. As a re-
sult, depending on different geographic locations of AAs, every PlanetLab node
will provide multiple references of network latency. If the experiment is involved
in the same geographic location with a certain Assistant Agent (AA), the latency
evaluated by this AA becomes the main reference. Since it is expensive to deploy
and maintain many independent AA computers, we propose to adopt representative
PlanetLab nodes as AAs. Thus, the deployment of AAs can have global coverage.

Regarding the practical selection process, we propose two specific scenarios,
applicability and equilibrium. The applicability refers to requirements of resource
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Fig. 1. Multiple latency evaluations from AAs.

utilization and network bandwidth. Some experiments require a large amount of
processing power. Thus, nodes with lower utilization of memory and CPU are pre-
ferred, even if they have higher network latency. In contrast, if experiments focus
on the research of network communication, nodes with lower network latency have
higher priority for selection. On the other hand, some distributed systems, e. g., P2P
systems, need multiple nodes to participate in experiments. The experimenters may
then adopt a certain location distribution of selected nodes, e. g., 25% in European,
25% in Asian, 25% in America, and other 25% in Australia. If different location
distributions are adopted for repeated experiments, the corresponding results may
differ, due to the distinct latency of different geographical network domains. There-
fore, the adopted location distribution needs to be preserved as a equilibrium status,
during the whole experimental process.

3.2. Node management

After suitable PlanetLab nodes have been selected by node selection, PLACS
will automatically manage them to carry out actual experiments. To simplify the
following representation, we call the selected PlanetLab nodes as Selected Nodes
(SNs). They constitute a Selected Node (SN) swarm during the experimental pro-
cess. In PLACS, there exist three kinds of node management. They are basic
management, composed management and advanced management.

Akin to PlMan [6] and AppManager [7], basic management provides exper-
imenters individual operations to manually manage SNs and their experiments.
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These operations include copying files to SNs, monitoring the copying progress,
deleting files from SNs, starting programs on SNs, stopping programs on SNs, and
collecting result files from SNs. In some cases, many SNs may be in the same des-
tination domain, and experimental files need to be distributed from another source
domain to them. If files are large, as well as large network latency between desti-
nation and source domains, the whole distribution may take a long time. For this
issue, as shown in Fig. 2, a specific AA will be selected by PLACS to transmit files.
It should be in the same network domain as the destination SNs. Firstly, files are
copied to such AA. Then, this AA distributes them to all SNs within the same net-
work domain. Because these SNs have a smaller network latency to this AA than
from source network domain, the time for the whole distribution can be decreased.

AA SN 2SN 1

Copy

Files

Destination Domain

Source Domain

Fig. 2. Transmission role of AA.

The basic management operations can be composed together to construct com-
posed operations. The main goal of such composition is to automatically carry out
experiments. For example, PLACS can automatically start programs on all SNs,
after completing the copying progress. Furthermore, we propose to maintain a
heartbeat communication between every SN and PLACS. Both can periodically
evaluate the connectivity between them and evaluated results can guide their future
behaviors. As shown in Fig. 3, if a certain SN can not connect to PLACS for some
while, the running program on this SN will stop itself. Meanwhile, this SN will
be announced as a un-connectable node by PLACS, and will be eliminated from
current SN swarm. This mechanism helps experimenters to indirectly avoid the
uncontrollable behaviors of running programs on disconnected SNs. Furthermore,
evey SN will periodically report the uploaded information to PLACS, with using
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the heartbeat communication. When PLACS has found that the total uploaded size
on one node is close to 10 GB per day, it will remove this node from the SN swarm.
But, this node will have a higher priority to return to the SN swarm after one day.

PLACS

OK

SN 
Stopped

FailTry ConnectSN 
Running

Continue Eliminated

Fig. 3. Heartbeat communication between PLACS and SN.

We propose advanced management to intelligently coordinate the interactions
between PlanetLab nodes and practical experiments. As we know, SNs may become
unsuitable, due to unpredictable reasons, e. g., becoming un-connectable, network
latency increasing. PLACS can adaptively select other suitable nodes to replace
these unsuitable SNs, without any participations of experimenters. These new SNs
will be automatically initialized by PLACS, e. g., deploying experimental files to
them.

4. Implementation design

As previous mentioned in Section 3, the CC and AAs are two major compo-
nents in PLACS. We propose that the CC is made up of by one or more computers.
They can be deployed independently with PlanetLab. However, processing node
selections and managing SNs may increase the computer processing loads, as well
as the network utilization, and can not be carried out on the CC. In addition, it is
extremely complex to coordinate multiple different experiments on the CC. There-
fore, we propose the Terminal Client (TC) to perform these tasks. As its name
implies, TC can be used as client software to make different experiments involved
in PLACS. Before carrying out actual experiments, preparations for experiments
should be done independently from PLACS, i. e., programming, debugging and
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designing experimental scenarios. Then, experimenters can input their specific pa-
rameters into TC as register information, e. g., constraints of desired nodes, required
SN number, and the location distribution of SNs.

TC

CC & AAs

Nodes

Feedback

Evaluate Register

Reply

Manage

MonitoredRunning Selecting

Updating

Fig. 4. Triangle communications among CC, TC, and nodes.

As shown in Fig. 4, CC and AAs automatically evaluate characteristics of
recorded PlanetLab nodes, e. g., connectivity, resource utilization, network latency.
CC also maintains mapping relationships between SNs and specific AAs, accord-
ing to their network domains. In order to avoid node information from going stale,
these evaluations are periodically performed by CC, e. g., once per day. The feed-
back information will be updated into the data base of CC. When experimenters
start TC, the register information will be sent to CC. Meanwhile, CC passively
sends characteristic information of available nodes to TC. With the respect to the
geographic location of involved TC, the CC will send out the main network latency
of these nodes. According to the received information, TC performs node selection
to pick out suitable SNs.

Then, the TC automatically distributes experimental files to all SNs. The cor-
responding distribution progress can be monitored by the TC, including AA trans-
missions. It will be exhibited to experimenters. After completing the whole distri-
bution, programs on all SNs can be started by the TC. Moreover, the TC provides
experimenters optional software interfaces. They can be integrated into experimen-
tal programs developed by experimenters. Using these interfaces, TCP heartbeat
communication between SNs and TC will be automatically established, when pro-
grams start running on SNs. Typically, the running program will automatically stop
itself when assigned tasks have been completed. Sometimes, the whole experi-
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mental system needs to be terminated. For instance, after all programs have been
started, if a serious fault has been found that programs will run forever and never
terminate. In this case, experimenters do not need to manually terminate every pro-
gram on all SNs, in this case. They can just disconnect the TC from network. Then,
programs running on all SNs will automatically stop, due to that they can not con-
nect TC. This is also the reason why we adopt TC as the other object for heartbeat
communications.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we describe several experimental issues that when using Plan-
etLab nodes. We also represent two major mechanisms of PLACS, node selection
and node management, as well as implementation designs. They help experimenters
to intelligently select suitable PlanetLab nodes and automatically manage them to
carry out experiments. Thus, experimenter can concentrate on their research and
experimental setups. As future work, other details of PLACS will be considered,
i. e., selecting and managing AAs, reducing the network traffic of simultaneous
heartbeat communications on TC.
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